Peace is love, sharing and kindness. You can destroy peace or you can create it.

You can always find peace in yourself.

**By Dan**

Peace is letting your inner self calm down. Even if you feel frustrated, peace will still be there no matter what, you just need to find it.

**By Ashleigh**

Peace also comes from inside you; a special place alone with friends. Sometimes you need to be more brave and stronger than a fighter to keep peace.

**By Cooper**

Peace needs to be looked after. Peace grows and spreads. You can create peace by always believing in yourself.

**By Zoe**

Peace is... caring about not only you but others as well; an amazing feeling you get when you are relaxed; something that needs to be looked after; something that grows and is strong; being happy.

Peace is love.

**By Olivia**

Peace is everywhere. It is in everything. It is something that lives, grows, and needs to be looked after.

Peace is something you can choose to have.

When you have peace, you feel good.

**By Sophie**

Peace can come from your inner but there’s a time when there is a gap in peace and that’s when people fight. That’s why you need to protect peace.

Many people want things that they don’t need but when people help each other out, this helps peace stay the way it is.

**By Guy**

Peace is helping the ones who need it most.

Peace can be small like hot chocolate in winter.

Peace can be inside everyone.

**By Mykailah**

Peace needs to be looked after. Looking after peace takes courage and bravery.

Peace is having the things you need. You can use peace for yourself and others.

**By Sam**
Peace is free; it doesn’t cost anything but to be caring, brave, strong and courageous and to forgive.

Peace is a part of everyone, you just have to forgive and care for others.

Peace grows and spreads to everyone; you just have to believe it CAN!

By Caitlin

Peace can be inside you.
Peace can be a feeling.
Peace is relaxing and quiet.
If you want it, you have to be brave and strong.

By Rhys

Peace is not something you buy, it’s something you give.

Peace comes from inside, not outside.

*Peace is:* working together; hard to get; different to others; joining hands.

Peace needs to be protected.

By Tame

Sometimes you have to be strong and brave to fight for peace. Peace will always be in you.

You can always use peace when you want it.

By Sean

There are some things we need to live... food, water, air, housing and most important, peace.

Peace comes from your heart and you could help everyone with it.

By Nick

Peace is when someone is letting you play. Peace takes bravery and courage. Peace is something that needs to be looked after.

By Jyeson

Peace is an amazing thing that is living inside of you. Peace comes from the heart and fills your life with joy. Peace is caring, loving and joy that spreads happiness across the world.

Peace needs to be looked after.

By Charlotte

Peace is working together.
Peace is letting people join in with games.
Peace is sharing and caring for your friends.

By William

There are some things we need to live... food, water, air, housing and most important, peace.

Peace comes from your heart and you could help everyone with it.